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Dealing with electronic disturbances to your vehicle

It is possible that the remote control on your

S TA R T I N G T H E V E H I C L E

vehicle's locking system may be affected on
the Pinnacle of Mount Wellington. This is due

If your vehicle fails to start it means the anti-

to the receiver in your vehicle not working

theft electronics have not been disarmed. Try

where the signals from FM radio and television

holding the key close to the dashboard whilst

transmitters are very strong.

pushing the unlock button; moving it around
to different places may help however above the

The Transmissions do not however pose a

driver's left knee is often the best place.

danger to humans or animals.
If you have a metallic windscreen or sunshade
OPENING THE DOORS

then try putting it up as it will help reflect
unwanted radio waves away from the receiver.

If the remote control does not unlock the
vehicle then you should:

If your vehicle still won’t start, then try
moving the vehicle a few metres. Radio fields

•

try repeatedly pushing the unlock button

often change very quickly along the ground,

while you hold the key near the bottom

and you’ll probably move it from a strong spot

of the windscreen and window on the

to a weak one and the pushbutton will work.

driver's side;
•

try holding it behind the wheel in the

Remember, you don’t have full braking ability

right front wheel arch whilst pushing the

without the engine running.

unlock button;
E M E R G E N C Y C O N TAC T S
If the remote control still fails to work, then
open the door manually with the key.

If you still experience difficulties, then please
contact Hobart City Council officers on the
following numbers:
Mountain Park Depot: 6223 1216
(7.30am - 4.30pm)
After Hours Emergency Services: 6278 0200
(4.30pm - 7.30am)
Otherwise you can also call the RACT on
131 111 for assistance.

